BOARDWALK VIGNETTE

The improvements shown in the vignettes will allow increased public interaction with the wetlands and enhance environmental learning insight in environmentally sensitive areas. The large observation platform will serve as a vantage point for visitors to gain a higher perspective where they will find it easier to view not only the birds and other wildlife, but also the plants and flowers that are native to the area. The observation platform may also be used to educate students and visitors about the importance of the wetland ecosystem and the biodiversity that exists in this environment. The large loop trail will provide additional educational opportunities as well as focusing more on upland habitat.

GROUP CAMPING VIGNETTE

Group camping is relocated from the RV area and expands the size of the park’s group camping area. This area is currently utilized for park equipment by the existing configuration and location provides more opportunities for group camping close to park service areas with proximity to overflow parking. Existing ADA parking, Jedediah Island, and covered shelter, the trail, and other facilities are consistent with the group camping area that is located off-site. Some of the more popular activities for groups in this park such as concerts can be held in it. This camp will also host fun opportunities for cooking and campfire programs.
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URBAN RETREAT, NATURAL SHOWCASE
TENTS AND CABIN CAMPING VIGNETTE

The tents and cabin camping vignette illustrates an increase in opportunities and enhanced quality of camping in the park. The existing seven tent camping sites have been relocated from the RV camping area due to high traffic and proximity to the main loop road to a more remote location. One of the proposed tent locations is shown in the map. The tent footprint near the trailhead was eliminated to provide a view of the entire park. The other sites will be developed partially with cabins and tiny homes being added by County Parks as funding becomes available. Tours are recommended in this area to provide diversity to the trail experience.

RV CAMPING VIGNETTE

RV Camping in the park is becoming increasingly popular and the existing eighteen camp sites are not enough to meet demand. Expansion of some opportunities is needed. By reconfiguring the tent sites and the group tent sites the environment will be improved. The camping experience is greatly improved when all campers are not parked adjacent to the road. The entrance to the RV camp area will be changed from one way to two-way traffic. The existing roadways with the RV access, existing camp area, and entrance to the RV compound will be expanded and improved to meet ADA accessibility. Nine additional parking sites are shown for overflow vehicles.

EQUESTRIAN AND BACK COUNTRY PARK

The existing equestrian and back country parking lot is very basic and inadequate and does not meet the needs of equestrians. The new parking lot for back country park will be 60 feet wide by 30 feet long. A metal frame trailer will be provided for the site. The trials will be a combination of dirt trails with a varying surface. The trails will provide a mix of being at a variety of elevations and a wide mix of terrain. This will provide equestrians with an opportunity to experience a wider range of trails and mountainous terrain. The new parking lot and access road will be accessible to hikers and equestrians. The new parking lot and access road will be accessible to hikers and equestrians. The new parking lot and access road will be accessible to hikers and equestrians. The new parking lot and access road will be accessible to hikers and equestrians. The new parking lot and access road will be accessible to hikers and equestrians.